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threat. Therefore it’s of vital importance to analyze the impact of SMES on distance protection relay. 
Based on SMES model and distance protection relay model, the influence of SMES on tripping characteristic of 
polygonal distance protection relay is discussed in this paper. To investigate the measured impedance of polygonal 
distance protection relay affected by SMES in different fault types and positions, a single-machine-infinite-bus 
system is built under PSCAD simulation environment. Also, an improving method is proposed to prevent the mal-
operation of polygonal distance protection relay. 
2. System model
A single-machine-infinite-bus system is shown in Fig1.(a). SMES with current source converter is connected to 
the transmission line through a transformer to reduce the operating voltage, and it consists of several sub-systems[1]  
such as superconducting coil, cryogenic container, refrigerating system, power conversion system, quench 








Fig.1(a) SMIB system with SMES            (b)SMES model 
The polygonal distance relay is configured at the beginning of the transmission line. And the criterion of 




































arg90-90arg90- $$$$  (1) 
Where 
setR  and setX  are setting resistance and reactance, 1D  and 2D  are defined as 
$15 in general. UI  and II  are single 
phase voltage and current, UII  and III  are phase-to-phase voltage and current. 0I  is zero-sequence current , k  is 
zero-sequence current compensating coefficient. 
When the SMES is installed in the bus, we can get SMIB's equivalent circuit which is shown in Fig.2. The SMES 
regulates power by inserting current to the power system, so the SMES can be represented as a current source smI [3]. 
ME , MZ  and fI  are equivalent electric potential, equivalent impedance and short-circuit current respectively.
Fig.2 Equivalent circuit of SMES at the bus
In Equation(2), mZ is the measured impedance and a  is the ratio of line impedance at fault position to load 
impedance. mI is the measured current. LZ is the load impedance seen from the power side. 
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The measured impedance is LaZ without SMES when three-fault-grounded fault happens. But when SMES is 






 , which is affected by the fault location a  and 
smI . So the characteristic of distance relay may change correspondingly. 
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